Speaking

when they disagree with an adult or a friend, using
words as well as actions.
start a conversation with an adult or a friend
and continue it for many turns.

ch, and sh - mu

- some sounds: r, j, th,

have problems with irregular tenses and plurals, such

books, and be able to tell a long story.

one thing at a time.

han

something else in play, e.g. This box is my castle

their experiences

particular importance to them

meaning clear to others

runned) and will absorb and use language they hear
around them in their community and culture

playing, will play, played)

anticipate what might happen next
things happen and gives
explanations. Asks e.g. who, what, when, how

went down slide, hurt finger)

thoughts (e.g. using and, because)

Speaking

Give the big ball to me; collect up all the blocks and
put them in the box
uestions

ns such as under,
on top, behind by carrying out an action or selecting
correct picture

cut with?)

Understanding

events and phrases in rhymes and stories
attention can still listen or do, but can
change their own focus of attention

and recall

stens to others in one-to-one or small groups,
when conversation interests them

Listening and Attention

Listening, attention and understanding

much of what happens.

Birth to 5 Matters (2021)
Range 5

Development Matters (DfE 2020)
Nursery (3-4 years)

familiarity with the text; some as exact repetition and
some in their own words

and understanding.

thinking and activities explain how things work and
why they might happen.

of connectives.

understand what has been said to them.
eir ideas and thoughts in well-formed
sentences.

Speaking

-fiction to
develop a deep familiarity with new knowledge and
vocabulary.

-fiction books.

hymes and songs, paying
attention to how they sound.

listening is important.

Listening, attention and understanding

Development Matters (DfE 2020)
Reception

Communication and Language

Speaking

s expressed by others in

ideas, feelings and events

intention

experiences in play situations

naming, exploring the meaning and sounds of new
words

where and how

conversation or discussion

rhymes, jokes

structures including negatives, plurals and tense
markers

Understanding

listening behaviour; may move
around and fiddle but still be listening or sit still but
not absorbed by activity
-channelled attention, e.g. paying
attention to something of interest for short or long
periods; can both listen and do for short span

Listening and Attention

Birth to 5 Matters (2021)
Range 6

making use of recently introduced vocabulary from
stories, non-fiction, rhymes and poems when
appropriate.
and feelings about their
experiences using full sentences, including use of
past, present and future tenses and making use of
conjunctions, with modelling and support from their
teacher.

-to-one
discussions, offering their own ideas, using recently
introduced vocabulary.

Speaking

ask questions to clarify their understanding.
-and forth
exchanges with their teacher and peers.

with relevant questions, comments and actions when
being read to and during whole class discussions and
small group interactions.

Listening, attention and understanding

EYFS (ELG)
End of Reception

to experiences, such as outings
meaning to their drawings and paintings

their early writing. For example: writing a pretend
shopping list that starts at the top of the page; write

words, using combinations of lines, circles and curves, or
letter-type shapes
ifying the
initial letter of their own name and other familiar words
-type shapes to represent the initial
sound of their name and other familiar words

ontinuous lines of shapes
and symbols (early writing) from left to right

see in different places, including those they make
themselves

Writing

awareness - Shows awareness of rhyme and
alliteration - Recognises rhythm in spoken words,
songs, poems and rhymes - Claps or taps the syllables
in words during sound play - Hears and says the initial
sound in words

media using drop down menu to select websites and
icons to select apps

Reading Word reading
(Not a separate section of Birth to 5 Matters)

carefully and the correct way up with growing
competence

and symbols in various forms (e.g. printed materials,
digital screens and environmental print)

read from left to right and top to bottom

name, advertising logos and screen icons
s print and digital books
independently

and digital books and words in the environment

stories and suggests how the story might end

structured, and to tell own stories

events and phrases in rhymes and stories

reading one-to-one and in small groups

Birth to 5 Matters (2021)
Range 5
Reading

Writing

can: - spot and suggest rhymes - count or clap
syllables in a word - recognise words with the same
initial sound, such as money and mother

Reading - Word reading

learning new vocabulary.

print has meaning - the names of the different parts
of a book - print can have different purposes - page
sequencing - we read English text from left to right
and from top to bottom

Development Matters (DfE 2020)
Nursery
Reading - Comprehension

Literacy

letter-sound correspondences using a capital letter
and full stop.
-read what they have written to check that it
makes sense

-case and capital letters correctly.
he sounds and then
writing the sound with letter/s.

Writing

words with known letter sound correspondences
and, where necessary, a few exception words.

sound and say sounds for them.

letters, naming and sounding some of the letters of the
alphabet, identifying letters and writing recognisable letters in
sequence, such as in their own name
dge to write things such
as labels and captions, later progressing to simple sentences

the initial sound in words and may start to segment the sounds
in words and blend them together

communicate meaning for an
increasingly wide range of purposes, such as making greetings
cards, tickets, lists, invitations and creating their own stories and
books with images and sometimes with words, in print and
digital formats
marks they make as they draw, write,
paint and type using a keyboard or touch-screen technology

Writing

an increasingly deeper level, sometimes drawing on
their phonic knowledge to decode words, and their
knowledge of language structure, subject knowledge
and illustrations to interpret the text
cludes everyday literacy artefacts in play, such as
labels, instructions, signs, envelopes, etc.

use developing knowledge of letters and sounds to
read simple phonically decodable words and simple
sentences

representing the sounds with a letter or letters.
rite simple phrases and sentences that can be
read by others.

correctly formed.

Writing

by sound-blending.
imple sentences and books that are
consistent with their phonic knowledge, including
some common exception words

awareness - Continues a rhyming string and identifies
alliteration - Hears and says the initial sound in words
- Begins to segment the sounds in simple words and
blend them together and knows which letters
represent some of them - Starts to link sounds to
letters, naming and sounding the letters of the
alphabet - Begins to link sounds to some frequently
used digraphs, e.g. sh, th, ee

short words made up of known letter-sound
correspondences.

Word Reading

tand recently introduced vocabulary
during discussions about stories, non-fiction, rhymes
and poems and during role play

stories.

to them by retelling stories and narratives using their
own words and recently introduced vocabulary.

EYFS (ELG)
End of Reception
Comprehension

least 10 digraphs.

Reading Word reading
(Not a separate section of Birth to 5 Matters)

that has been read to them, or they have read
themselves

books, computers and mobile digital devices

characters in increasing detail
-enacts and reinvents stories they have heard in
their play

increasingly influenced by their experiences of
reading

ys an increasing range of print and digital
books, both fiction and non-fiction

Birth to 5 Matters (2021)
Range 6
Reading

them.

Reading - Word reading

-read these books to build up their confidence in
word reading, their fluency and their understanding
and enjoyment.

Development Matters (DfE 2020)
Reception
Reading - Comprehension

